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Abstract 11 
Intraplate basin/structural inversion (indicating tectonic shortening) is a good marker of (“far-field”) 12 
tectonic stress regime changes that are linked to plate geometries and interactions, a premise that is 13 
qualitatively well-established in the literature. There is also quantitative evidence that Late 14 
Cretaceous-Palaeocene inversion of sedimentary basins in north-central Europe was explicitly driven 15 
by an intraplate, relaxational response to forces developed during rapid reconfigurations of the 16 
Alpine-Tethys (Europe-Africa) convergent plate boundary. Although with a degree of temporal 17 
ambiguity, three main periods of intraplate tectonics (marked primarily by structural inversion in 18 
initially extensional sedimentary basins) are indicated in the North Atlantic-western Alpine-Tethys 19 
realm. These are in the Late Cretaceous-Palaeocene, the Eocene-Oligocene and the Miocene. 20 
Examples recording these periods are primarily interpreted seismic reflection profiles (of varying 21 
quality and resolution) from the published literature. Additional examples where seismic data are not 22 
present, but timing constraints are robust from other observations, have also been considered. The 23 
schematic distribution and orientation of the literature-compiled intraplate inversion structures are 24 
compared to the model palaeostress fields derived from Late Cretaceous-Palaeocene, Eocene-25 
Oligocene and Miocene tectonic reconstructions of the North Atlantic-western Alpine-Tethys realm. 26 
The modelled palaeostress fields include geopotential effects from palaeobathymetry and 27 
palaeotopography of the Earth’s surface as well as laterally variable lithosphere and crustal palaeo-28 
thicknesses but do not include any component of the stress field produced by processes occurring at 29 
contiguous convergent plate margins. The former satisfactorily provides the background stress field 30 
of most of the Earth’s plate interiors and it is inferred that the latter is paramount in producing 31 
“stress trauma” in the interior of plates resulting in permanent intraplate deformation such as basin 32 
inversion. 33 
Keywords: intraplate deformation, basin inversion, continental lithosphere, lithosphere stress, North 34 
Atlantic, Alpine-Tethys belt 35 
 36 
1. Introduction 37 
1.1 Background and premise 38 
Most tectonic deformation recorded at or near the Earth’s surface is understood to have occurred 39 
near plate boundaries (where oceanic lithosphere is subducted, plates collide and are sutured to 40 
form orogenic belts) or near proto-plate boundaries (where lithosphere rifting forms major 41 
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sedimentary basins and eventually, after plate rupturing, new passive continental margins). There is, 42 
nevertheless, a widespread geological record of significant tectonic deformation that has occurred 43 
well removed from plate boundaries (e.g. Ziegler, 1988; Ziegler, 1990; Hand and Sandiford, 1999; 44 
Banerjee et al., 2008; Sandiford and Quigley, 2009; Lu et al., 2013; Raimondo et al., 2014) not to 45 
mention abundant present-day seismicity (e.g. Johnston, 1996; Hurd and Zoback, 2012; Talwani, 46 
2014; Mazotti et al., 2018) in specific intraplate settings. 47 
The study of intraplate compressional deformation structures, particularly those of latest 48 
Cretaceous-early Palaeocene age, has a long history in Europe (e.g. Voigt, 1962; van Hoorne, 1987; 49 
Ziegler, 1988; Ziegler, 1990; Kockel, 2003; Marotta and Sabadini, 2003; Kley and Voight, 2008; Kley, 50 
2018). Ziegler (1987) and Ziegler et al. (1995; 2002; 2006) placed the genesis of these European 51 
structures into a plate tectonic framework involving processes at the Europe-Africa plate boundary, 52 
as did Sandiford and Quigley (2009) for intraplate deformation in the Australian continent in the 53 
context of plate interactions between the Australian plate and those adjoining it. The transmission of 54 
these stresses from plate boundary to plate interior implies a strong continental lithosphere and, 55 
conversely, the presence of favourably orientated inherited structural or thermo-mechanical 56 
lithosphere weaknesses to localise their relaxation by causing intraplate strain (Nielsen et al., 2005; 57 
Stephenson et al., 2009; Raimondo et al., 2014). Of course, processes at convergent plate boundaries 58 
(related broadly to “slab pull” and ambient effects) are not the only sources of the intraplate 59 
lithosphere stress field (e.g. Ranalli, 1995). The transient effects of ice sheets, especially the 60 
relaxation of lithosphere after their removal, are, for example, evidently responsible for some 61 
present-day seismicity in northern Europe and Canada (Muir-Wood, 2000; Sella et al., 2007). More 62 
important in the present context are changes in crustal and lithosphere thickness as well as the 63 
presence of topography (or bathymetry) at the top of the lithosphere, including the uplift of 64 
lithosphere at mid-ocean ridges (“ridge push”) also make significant contributions to the lithosphere 65 
stress state. This component of stress is due to the lithosphere’s geopotential energy gradients (e.g. 66 
Artyushkov, 1973) and can be referred to as the geopotential stress field of the lithosphere and it is 67 
possible to compute an estimate of this in the geological past (e.g. Peace et al., 2018a; Schiffer et al., 68 
2018) utilising modelled palaeotectonic reconstructions (e.g. Seton et al., 2012). 69 
Accordingly, the premise of this paper is that the generation of intraplate deformation is a good 70 
indicator of key “far-field” tectonic stress regime changes that are linked to important and probably 71 
geologically abrupt plate boundary reorganisations and superimposed upon the geopotential stress 72 
field of the lithosphere. An examination of the style and timing of intraplate deformation structures 73 
in the North Atlantic-western Tethys realm, in the context of the evolving plate tectonic regime and 74 
geopotential stress field from the Late Cretaceous through the Cenozoic, may therefore illuminate 75 
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critical issues to do with underlying driving geodynamic processes and how these occur at plate 76 
boundaries. The existence of an underlying template of pre-existing structures and lateral 77 
heterogeneities in the crust and lithosphere and the effects of inheritance that these impose upon 78 
later intraplate deformation is a “given” within the scope of the present study. 79 
1.2 Timing of intraplate deformation: basin inversion 80 
Present-day intraplate deformation is signified succinctly by seismicity (e.g. Calais et al., 2016) but 81 
intraplate deformation in the geological past can only be inferred if structural relationships 82 
demonstrating that deformation has taken place are preserved and observable. However, the timing 83 
of deformation and even its style (shortening or extensional) can be extremely difficult or even 84 
impossible to decipher if, for example, the deformed strata consist of crystalline Precambrian 85 
basement rocks and the age of the deformation was Cenozoic. Unfortunately, in this regard, large 86 
parts of continental interiors are composed of crystalline Precambrian basement rocks lying at or 87 
near the surface. In contrast, where sedimentary strata overlie basement rocks in continental 88 
interiors, they typically provide a good record of style and timing of tectonic deformation because of 89 
the range of ages that are potentially (but not always precisely) preserved in the sedimentary 90 
stratigraphy. 91 
“Basin inversion” manifests the upper and supracrustal expression of compressional intraplate 92 
deformation as mild folding, uplift and reverse faulting of sedimentary basins formed in intraplate 93 
settings. It occurs where intraplate sedimentary basins initially formed under extensional or 94 
transtensional conditions are subsequently structurally inverted by the effects of a later 95 
compressional or transpressional stress regime. The typical expression of “basin inversion”, 96 
preserved within the stratigraphic succession of a sedimentary basin – hence with the timing of 97 
inversion well recorded if the age of the stratigraphy is known – is shown in Figure 1. The faults in the 98 
deeper part of the section have the kinematic appearance of normal faults and were clearly forming 99 
during tectonic extension, indicated by the thicker sedimentary package on the hanging wall side of 100 
the fault compared to the footwall side. However, later, the fault as a whole has been reactivated as 101 
a reverse fault and displays reverse fault kinematics in the shallower part of the section. The 102 
antiformal structure in the post-rift succession as well as the presence of the “syn-inversional” 103 
depocentre associated with the anticline are also typical attributes of “basin inversion”. If the 104 
antiformal structure and/or inverted faults are exposed at the surface then the term “basin 105 
inversion” describes the process when elongate stretches of a former area with sedimentary infill 106 
reverses its vertical direction of movement and becomes uplifted and eroded (Ziegler, 1987). 107 
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“Basin inversion” accordingly provides not only an explicit record of compressional intraplate 108 
deformation but a good expectation of determining the timing of this deformation, or at least 109 
bracketing its time depending on the preserved sedimentary succession. 110 
1.3 Approach: geopotential palaeostress compared to distribution of intraplate deformation in the 111 
North Atlantic-western Alpine-Tethys realm 112 
Focusing on intraplate basin inversion structures implies that the observational database will 113 
predominantly be derived from “failed rift” basins formed away from plate boundaries prior to and 114 
possibly in the early stages of extension that led to continental break-up in the North Atlantic. They 115 
were subsequently placed into a regime of tectonic compression with shortening as a result. In this 116 
regard, basin inversion structures and associated features are fairly abundant in the North Atlantic-117 
western Alpine-Tethys realm study area because they have typically reactivated widely distributed 118 
Late Palaeozoic-Mesozoic sedimentary basins and rifts that had formed during the relaxation of 119 
lithosphere accreted during the Palaeozoic Caledonian and Variscan orogenies in the area and the 120 
ensuing onset of the break-up of Pangaea (Ziegler et al., 1995; Ziegler et al., 2006; Gutiérrez-Alonso 121 
et al., 2008). 122 
One of the aims of this paper is to examine the basin inversion information compiled in the Ziegler 123 
atlases (Ziegler, 1988; 1990) and add to this the marine areas of the North Atlantic where new 124 
information has become available in the meantime. A large body of relevant published literature is 125 
reviewed in section 2. Examples showing how basin inversion is differently expressed and how it 126 
occurs at different times within the study realm are included, the examples being derived from 127 
interpreted seismic reflection profiles. 128 
The objectives of the present work are, however, not only to examine where and when intraplate 129 
deformation took place in the study realm but also to compare its style and timing with models of 130 
intraplate palaeostress regimes at the tectonically active times. Stresses in the lithosphere (e.g. 131 
Ranalli, 1995; Doglioni and Panza, 2016) are produced by a variety of sources, including processes 132 
like slab pull and shear resistance at collisional plate boundaries (and convective processes instigated 133 
by subduction) and shear resistance at transform plate boundaries; horizontal gradients of 134 
lithospheric potential energy (including “ridge push” and variations in lithosphere and crustal 135 
thicknesses and other lateral density changes) and horizontal gradients of pressure variations at the 136 
base of the lithosphere. The last of these gives rise to “dynamic topography” as a quasi-isostatic 137 
response to density variations in the asthenosphere, but not to the effects of a flowing sub-138 
lithospheric mantle with vertical momentum (e.g. Molnar et al., 2015). The latter might also be 139 
present if lithosphere is moving discretely with respect to the underlying mantle (e.g. Chalot-Prat et 140 
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al., 2016) and there may also be convective drag at the base of the lithosphere although this remains 141 
a matter of some uncertainty (e.g. Lithgow-Bertelloni and Guynn, 2004; Ghosh et al., 2008; Höink et 142 
al., 2011). Much of this can be considered as stress caused by “plate boundary processes” with those 143 
generated at collisional plate boundaries being extremely complex in contrast to those produced by 144 
“ridge push” at mid-oceanic accretionary plate boundaries. The latter contributes to what is referred 145 
to the geopotential (GP) stress field, which is primarily cause by lateral density variations in the 146 
lithosphere and sub-lithospheric upper mantle. It is known that the GP stresses tend to dominate 147 
plate interiors in the absence of those derived from complex plate boundary effects (e.g. Nielsen et 148 
al., 2014). 149 
GP stresses can be computed for Late Cretaceous-Cenozoic tectonic settings with some degree of 150 
confidence because of the regionality of the rheological response to these stresses and because 151 
there exist robust reconstructions, and, with these, good estimates of oceanic and continental 152 
lithosphere thickness and density structure, necessary for calculation of the moment of the density 153 
distribution. In contrast, it is very difficult – or would indeed become “ad hoc” – to incorporate the 154 
complex effects of collisional plate boundary processes into the palaeostress fields; there are many 155 
relatively more poorly understood contributing factors. These may be highly transient and competing 156 
with one another and doing so in a more limited volume of the Earth, but over greater depths and, 157 
therefore, with a much broader and more complex rheological response. 158 
In the present work, for this reason, it is the GP palaeostress fields that are computed for times at 159 
which intraplate deformation characterises the North Atlantic-western Alpine-Tethys realm. The 160 
methodology of how this is done for the palaeotectonic regimes characterising the study is presented 161 
in section 3. 162 
The geological (observational) and modelling (theoretical) results are presented and compared in 163 
section 4. The observational evidence of intraplate deformation reviewed in section 2 comprises a 164 
complex array of small pieces of information categorised in terms of their ages as precisely as 165 
possible, but not often not very precisely at all, by a variety of authors using a variety of methods. 166 
The modelled palaeostress fields are, in contrast, smooth, displaying variability only at a tectonically 167 
regional scale relevant to uncertainties inherent to their boundary conditions and input data. 168 
Accordingly, a degree of simplification, averaging and stylisation of the former (in both space and 169 
time), during which detailed information is lost but its significance hopefully retained, is applied in 170 
order to create generalised images of the inversion tectonics for comparison to modelled 171 
palaeostress regimes at different time steps.  172 
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Section 5 provides a comprehensive review of the background and implications of the integrated 173 
basin inversion and palaeostress regime results in the study realm in terms of stress state and 174 
rheology of continental lithosphere and their regional and global plate tectonic context. 175 
 176 
2. Basin inversion in the North Atlantic-western Tethys realm: observations 177 
A compilation of intraplate basin inversion structures and their ages of formation in the North 178 
Atlantic-western Tethys realm has been made on the basis of an extensive survey of the published 179 
literature, sub-divided into five geographic sub-realms outlined in Figure 2a: (1) Baffin-Labrador seas 180 
and the adjacent onshore, (2) Greenland and Barents seas and the adjacent North Atlantic onshore, 181 
(3) the Norwegian and Ireland-Great Britain continental margins, (4) onshore west-central Europe 182 
including Ireland-Great Britain and their contiguous continental seas) and, last, (5) onshore eastern 183 
Europe, including the Black Sea. Several examples are included (Figures 3-8, located in Figure 2a) to 184 
give an idea about the different ways in which basin inversion is expressed in the study realm but 185 
also as an illustration of the range of ages at which these basin inversion structures are reported to 186 
have formed. 187 
2.1 Labrador Sea-West Greenland-Baffin Bay (including Ellesmere Island) 188 
Compressive structures dating from the mid-Cenozoic are apparent across both the onshore and 189 
offshore domains of the Davis Strait (between Labrador Sea and Baffin Bay), though remain poorly 190 
explored and difficult to properly characterise. On the northwest Greenland margin, a number of 191 
inversion structures are observed doming overlying Eocene strata (Gregersen et al., 2013), with 192 
Whittaker et al. (1997) suggesting inversion in this area took place at latest Palaeocene and early 193 
Eocene time. Further south, adjacent to the Ungava Fault Zone (UFZ; Fig. 2b), which connects the 194 
Labrador Sea and Baffin Bay through Davis Strait, Figure 3 shows a number of major inversion 195 
structures and minor thrust faults and folds triggered by Eocene transpressional fault reactivation 196 
(Peace et al., 2018b). There is also some onshore evidence for reactivation, but timings are very 197 
poorly constrained in west Greenland and Labrador (Wilson et al., 2006; Peace et al., 2018a). Field 198 
mapping and seismic data from this part of the west Greenland margin onshore indicate inversion of 199 
faults following the end of major volcanism in the Palaeocene (Skaarup and Pulvertaft, 2007) and 200 
photogrammetric mapping of volcanic surfaces highlights an undulating morphology adjacent to 201 
major basin faults, implying post-Palaeocene inversion (Sørensen et al., 2017). 202 
The region north of Baffin Bay, in northernmost Greenland and adjacent islands of the Canadian High 203 
Arctic, has been strongly deformed during the intraplate Eurekan Orogen (Fig. 2b; e.g. Piepjohn et al., 204 
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2018). It occurred as the result of a noted reorientation of ocean spreading in Baffin Bay (Oakey and 205 
Chalmers, 2012; Døssing et al., 2013; Hosseinpour et al., 2013) in the Eocene concomitant with a 206 
rotation of the movement of Greenland relative to northern Canada and leading to convergence and 207 
some tens up to one hundred kilometres of crustal shortening (cf. Stephenson et al., 2018) and which 208 
was shown by Welford et al. (2018) using deformable plate models to result in substantial crustal 209 
thickening in northeast Greenland. In this regard the Eurekan Orogen itself, the main tectonic 210 
element of which comprises a crustal-scale pop-up structure, represents a profound case of 211 
intraplate deformation involving basin inversion (Stephenson et al., 2018). 212 
2.2 Barents Sea and East Greenland margin 213 
The subsurface geology of the Barents Sea is better known, than much of the rest of the offshore 214 
part of the study realm, much of which has essentially no data coverage at all. Although this gives a 215 
geographical sampling/mapping bias, it has provided comparatively better images of inversion 216 
structures and, most importantly, estimates of their ages. The published literature reveals a complex 217 
image of basin inversion in the western Barents Sea (BaS; Fig. 2a) and around Svalbard (Sv; Fig. 2a). 218 
Numerous structures display inversion in the Late Jurassic-Cretaceous (e.g. Gabrielsen et al., 1990; 219 
Gabrielsen and Færseth, 1988; Vågnes et al., 1998) although these are not of direct interest in the 220 
present context. However, many of them, in turn, were compressionally reactivated in the 221 
Palaeocene, Eocene-Oligocene and Miocene. The Greenland Sea (GS; Fig. 2a) on the northeast 222 
Greenland margin shows a broadly similar geological and tectonic history and Figure 4 shows an 223 
example of post-Palaeogene inversion in a transpressional setting on the northeast Greenland Shelf 224 
(e.g. Lundin and Doré, 2002; Hamann et al., 2005; Svennevig et al., 2016; Schack-Pedersen and 225 
Håkansson, 2001). 226 
A major phase of basin inversion occurred in this area in the Cenozoic (Gabrielsen et al., 1990; 227 
Vågnes et al., 1998), but many reported examples have poor age control and are often simply 228 
identified as “Tertiary” or “Late Cretaceous-Tertiary” or “Late-Cretaceous-early Tertiary” (Gabrielsen 229 
et al., 1997). In some cases more detailed age control is available: Brekke and Riis (1987), Faleide et 230 
al. (1993) and Sund et al. (1986) all report “Late Palaeocene” or “Palaeocene” for various inversion 231 
structures; others report “early Tertiary” (e.g. Koehl et al., 2018), Eocene (Gabrielsen et al., 1990, 232 
Ryseth et al., 2003; Sund et al., 1986) or “Miocene inversion” (Sættem et al., 1994; Ur Rehman, 2012; 233 
Henriksen et al., 2011; Blaich et al., 2017). 234 
Many structural highs and fault zones/complexes along the western Barents Sea margin show 235 
evidence for single or multiple inversion events within the studied late Cretaceous to Miocene time 236 
interval (e.g. Brekke and Riis, 1987; Faleide et al., 1993; Sund et al., 1986; Faleide et al., 1993; Koehl 237 
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et al., 2018; Breivik et al., 1998; Gabrielsen et al., 1990; Ryseth et al., 2003). Many of the same 238 
structures also display what has been interpreted as Eocene and/or Miocene inversional processes, 239 
indicating that structural reactivation in the Barents Sea has been highly sensitive to evolving 240 
regional stress fields. 241 
2.3 Norwegian and Ireland-Great Britain continental margins 242 
Major structures with doming of sedimentary strata dating from the Palaeocene, Eocene, Miocene or 243 
Pliocene are present across much of the central Norwegian margin, suggesting that a widespread and 244 
episodic compressional regime was present during much of the Cenozoic (Doré et al., 2008; Kimbell 245 
et al., 2016). One such structure lying within the Vøring Basin (VB; Fig. 2b) exemplifies the tectonic 246 
inversion across the Norwegian shelf (Fig. 5). Lundin and Doré (2002) recognised active compression 247 
from the mid-Eocene to the early Miocene with diachronous formation from the SW to NE during 248 
this time. The source of doming across the feature is believed to be the inversion of a Jurassic-aged 249 
fault complex that aligns with the northern fold limb of the anticline (Doré and Lundin, 1996). 250 
A number of offshore studies have outlined significant episodes of compression along the whole of 251 
the Ireland-Great Britain continental shelf region, including elements such as the Faroe-Shetland 252 
Basin (FSB; Fig. 2b) north of Scotland southeast into the Rockall Basin (RB; Fig. 2b), northwest and 253 
west of Scotland and north and northwest of Ireland (e.g. Boldreel and Andersen, 1993; Boldreel and 254 
Andersen, 1998; Andersen et al., 2000; Mosar et al., 2002; Johnson et al., 2005; Kimbell et al., 2016; 255 
Stoker et al., 2017). Observable fault inversions and folding in this area are believed to have formed 256 
at a variety of intervals during the Late Palaeocene to Early Eocene (Boldreel and Andersen, 1998), 257 
Early to Mid-Eocene (Johnsen et al., 2005), Oligocene to Miocene (Boldreel and Andersen, 1998) and 258 
Early to Mid-Miocene (Andersen et al., 2000; Ritchie et al., 2008). A number of domal features in the 259 
region are sourced from reactivation of underlying Caledonian basement lineaments (Ritchie et al., 260 
2008). Compressional features on the northwestern margin of the Hatton Basin (Hatton Bank) are 261 
believed to have initiated in the Late-Eocene, implied by the presence of thinning Ypresian sediments 262 
and a Mid-Eocene unconformity and likely linked to changes in seafloor spreading (Boldreel and 263 
Andersen, 1998; Johnson et al., 2005). Figure 6 shows part of a seismic profile in the 264 
northeasternmost part of the Rockall Basin displaying significant inversion in the Eocene. Johnson et 265 
al. (2005) also consider there to be evidence of a major phase of early to mid-Miocene fold growth in 266 
this area. 267 
2.4 West-central continental Europe (including Ireland and Great Britain and the Irish and North seas) 268 
Widespread inversion is documented across Great Britain and Ireland and its contiguous continental 269 
marine areas. Williams et al. (2005) present evidence offshore Wales in the Irish Sea for two 270 
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significant inversion episodes in the Late Cretaceous and the Neogene. Further south, In the Celtic 271 
Sea Basin, Rodríguez-Salgado et al. (2017) report “Oligocene-Miocene” inversion structures. Le 272 
Breton et al. (2012) identified sinistral reactivation of the Great Glen Fault during the period 36-26 273 
Ma (Eocene-Oligocene) although no basin inversion is displayed in this case. Across southern Great 274 
Britain and in the southern North Sea, basin inversion is widespread, much of it displaying Late 275 
Cretaceous-Palaeocene timing (e.g. Chesher, 1991; Blundell, 2002). 276 
Eocene-aged inversion has been noted immediately off the southern coast of Great Britain (Underhill 277 
and Paterson, 1998) and Late Cretaceous-Palaeocene as well as Eocene-Oligocene inversional phases 278 
are recorded in the Broad Fourteens Basin (BFB; Fig. 2b) in the Dutch sector of the southern North 279 
Sea (de Lugt et al., 2003) as well as throughout onshore Netherlands (de Jager, 2003). These authors 280 
and the Dutch literature generally refer to the Eocene-Oligocene event as “Pyrenean”. Former basin 281 
bounding faults of the proto-Pyrenees deep basin were inverted at this time (Pedrera et al., 2017; 282 
Izquierdo-Llavall et al., 2020), although inversion started in the Late Cretaceous according to 283 
Dielforder et al. (2019), with the Pyrenees Orogen (PO; Fig. 2b) itself now mainly recognised as 284 
forming in an intraplate setting (i.e., in the absence of a subduction plate boundary). 285 
The Tornquist-Tesseyre Zone (TTZ; Fig. 2b) runs across continental Europe from the northeastern 286 
North Sea over the Baltic sea, where it is more frequently referred to as the Sorgenfrei-Tornquist 287 
Zone (STZ; Fig. 2b) and north-central Europe until being hidden beneath the eastern Carpathians has 288 
acted as the tectonic buffer zone between the East European Craton (EEC; Fig. 2b) to its east-289 
northeast and more mobile European lithosphere to the west-southwest. It originated as the passive 290 
margin of proto-continent Baltica (now preserved as the EEC) in the Neoproterozoic. Later it became 291 
the locus of accretion of other terranes to Europe during the Palaeozoic Caledonian and Variscan 292 
orogens. From probably the Late Carboniferous-Early Permian (Mogensen, 1994; Mogensen and 293 
Korstgård, 2003; Erlström et al., 1997) it has been a zone of structural weakness that has readily 294 
responded by both transtensional and transpressional deformations to in-plane stress changes. 295 
During the late Cretaceous-Palaeocene particularly well documented examples of the deformation 296 
styles associated with basin inversion can be observed (Ziegler, 1988, 1990; Ziegler et al., 1995; 297 
Vejbæk and Andersen, 1987; 2002; Dadlez et al., 1995; Scheck-Wenderoth et al., 2008; Krzywiec and 298 
Stachowska, 2016), as illustrated in Figure 7. 299 
2.5 Eastern continental Europe (including the Black Sea) 300 
Ziegler (1990) considered that Late Cretaceous(-Palaeocene) inversion on the TTZ reflected a change 301 
in stress regime from Pangaean break-up (transtensional) to the transpressional regime produced by 302 
the onset of the Eo-Alpine orogenic phase in north-central Europe and, as such, intrinsically linked to 303 
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inheritance of late Palaeozoic structures, restricted to the TTZ itself and the Palaeozoic accreted 304 
crustal terranes to its west-southwest (Fig. 2b). However, it has been subsequently documented that 305 
inversion of the Donbas Foldbelt (DF; Fig. 2b) in Ukraine and southern Russia, previously thought to 306 
have been similarly of late Palaeozoic age (cf. Stephenson et al., 1993), is also late Cretaceous-307 
Palaeocene (e.g. Stovba and Stephenson, 1999; Maystrenko et al., 2003; Saintot et al., 2003ab). The 308 
style of Late Cretaceous-Palaeocene inversion in the case of the Donbas, embedded as it is in the 309 
Archaean-Palaeoproterozoic lithosphere of the EEC is notable in that it involves a compressional pop-310 
up (“flower structure”) formed at a crustal-scale (Maystrenko et al., 2003) and has likely been 311 
localised not by specific structural heterogeneities but by thermal heterogeneities caused by the 312 
presence of the thick Late Palaeozoic and younger sedimentary basin itself (Stephenson et al., 2009). 313 
Although there is no strong evidence of inversion younger than Palaeocene in the Donbas Foldbelt, 314 
younger basins such as those of the Black Sea were inverted in the Eocene-Oligocene and later in the 315 
Miocene (Khriachtchevskaia et al., 2010). Figure 8 shows an example of Miocene inversion from the 316 
northern margin of the Black Sea, just offshore the Crimean Peninsula (CF; Fig. 2a). Sheremet et al. 317 
(2019) suggested that Black Sea inversion, as expressed in the contiguous southern Crimean 318 
highlands began as early as Late Palaeocene. These highlands represent the western prolongation of 319 
the Greater Caucasus Orogen (GCO; Fig. 2b), which is now, like the Pyrenees, also generally 320 
considered to have formed in an intraplate setting (e.g. Saintot et al., 2006; Sosson et al., 2016). 321 
Given the peri-cratonic setting of the Crimean-Caucasus orogenic belt and contiguous northern 322 
margin of the Black Sea (e.g. Starostenko et al., 2016), these areas are included in the current 323 
overview of intraplate deformation within North Atlantic-western Alpine-Tethys realm, but 324 
deformation in the more mobile parts of the active Tethys belt are not considered further. 325 
2.6 Regional and temporal patterns of basin inversion and intraplate deformation in the North 326 
Atlantic-western Alpine-Tethys study realm: summary 327 
The intraplate deformation in the form of basin inversion and associated folding in the study area 328 
shows an identifiable temporal-spatial pattern (despite being limited by incomplete “sampling”, a 329 
possible bias towards evidence in well-studied areas and sometimes fairly ambiguous timing 330 
constraints). Within these constraints, basin inversion was focused in north-central Europe during 331 
the Late Cretaceous-Palaeocene with a prominent NE-SW orientation (shortening direction) with 332 
many examples from the Tornquist-Tesseyre Zone and environs, central and eastern Europe, as well 333 
as the North Sea and contiguous areas. After North Atlantic break-up, in the Eocene-Oligocene, 334 
intraplate deformation shifted from west-central Europe northwestwards and southwards. It became 335 
dominantly focused on the Norwegian Sea shelf, Baffin Bay/Davis Strait and, most prominently 336 
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Ellesmere Island, North Greenland and the Barents Sea/Svalbard. There is some evidence for Eocene-337 
Oligocene basin inversion in north-central Europe and some inversion structures are seen in the 338 
northern periphery of the Alpine collision zone (cf. Alpine deformation Front – ADF; Fig. 2b) and in 339 
the Greater Caucasus/Black Sea area. In the Miocene, only minor inversion is reported from the 340 
Norwegian margin and Barents Sea, but more clearly from southern Great Britain and in the eastern 341 
part of the study area. 342 
The literature review suggests that there are key periods of tectonic transition marked by intraplate 343 
deformation in the North Atlantic-western Alpine-Tethys realm since the Late Cretaceous. Although 344 
precise timing is often difficult to ascertain, the available observations suggest that much of it, 345 
perhaps all, is clustered during three key periods, these being the Late Cretaceous-Palaeocene, 346 
Eocene-Oligocene and Miocene. Figure 9 presents a schematic representation of the published 347 
results plotted according to palaeo-geographic plate reconstructions relevant to these three key 348 
periods based on the PALEOMAP PaleoAtlas for GPlates of Scotese (2016). The maps in Figure 9 are 349 
not intended as atlases. The locations of intraplate deformation symbols are generalised within the 350 
peripheral regions they are plotted, both in position and orientation. The geological ages of each 351 
map are correct for the reconstructed palaeo-geography but the geological elements portrayed 352 
thereon are reported in the literature to be spanning the whole of the respective geological periods 353 
indicated. Given the intrinsic ambiguity in much of the relevant literature, there is also some degree 354 
of interpretation in the maps as presented. 355 
 356 
3. Geopotential palaeostress regimes in the North Atlantic-western Tethys realm 357 
3.1 Principles and computational approach 358 
Geopotential (GP) stresses arise from horizontal gradients in geopotential energy (GPE) per unit area, 359 
the integral over the vertical column of a lithostatic pressure anomaly that is defined by: 360 
 361 





where z is depth, L is the reference depth (up to which density variations are incorporated), H the 363 
topographic elevation, Δρ is the vertical density anomaly with respect to a reference lithosphere, and 364 
g is the gravitational acceleration at Earth’s surface (e.g. Artyushkov, 1973; Coblentz et al., 1995; 365 
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Fleitout and Froidevaux, 1983). The reference depth (L) is taken as 100 km, as an approximation of 366 
the elastic layer of the Earth’s lithosphere that supports and transmits stresses, following Flesch et al. 367 
(2001) and Ghosh et al. (2008). The geopotential stresses as defined can generally account for large 368 
parts of the intraplate stress field and may be considered as a good approximation of the ambient 369 
stress state of the plates, superimposed onto which are the “traumatic” stress field perturbations 370 
related to plate boundary processes in order to cause basin inversion and possibly other kinds of 371 
deformation of the interior of plates (e.g. Lithgow-Bertelloni and Guynn, 2004; Gosh et al., 2013; 372 
Schiffer and Nielsen, 2016). 373 
The lithospheric density structure used to estimate GPE is derived from observations following the 374 
method of Nielsen et al. (2014) and Schiffer and Nielsen (2016), except that lithospheric density 375 
models are derived from palaeotectonic reconstructions through time, as in Peace et al. (2018a), 376 
rather than from the present only. The general approach is similar but not identical to that of Jones 377 
et al. (1996) and differs from that of Lithgow-Bertelloni and Guynn (2004) and Bird et al. (2008) by 378 
considering only lithospheric potential energy and radial tractions. Plate velocities, shear tractions 379 
and plate boundary forces are not considered. 380 
The asthenosphere-lithosphere density column at each point is estimated as follows: The 381 
asthenosphere is defined by expansion of peridotite along a constant adiabatic gradient [∂T/∂z] = 0.6 382 
°C/km with a potential temperature of 1315°C, a thermal expansion coefficient of α = 2.4·10-5 K-1, and 383 
a reference density of 3350 kg·m3. The temperature structure of the lithosphere and any overlying 384 
sedimentary layer are defined by a steady-state conductive geotherm using boundary conditions of 385 
0°C at the surface and the corresponding adiabatic temperature at the respective lithosphere-386 
asthenosphere boundary (LAB) depth. Representative values for thermal conductivities, radiogenic 387 
heat production rates and thermal expansion coefficients are assigned for the mantle lithosphere 388 
and the crustal and sedimentary layers; these are considered to be temperature-dependent (Schiffer 389 
and Nielsen, 2016). Sub-lithospheric mantle pressure anomalies (with reference to lithostatic 390 
pressure) and temperature anomalies (with reference to the used reference potential temperature) 391 
have also been applied to the model; these produce changes of the lithospheric geotherm and 392 
isostatic “dynamic topography”. 393 
Using a thin sheet approximation of the lithosphere (Bird and Piper, 1980; England and Houseman, 394 
1986; England and McKenzie, 1982) and neglecting horizontal tractions at the base of the 395 
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where x and y are local horizontal coordinates, τ x̅x,τ y̅y,τ ̅xy are the depth integrated horizontal 399 
deviatoric stresses, L is the reference depth, and τ z̅z is the vertical sub-lithospheric pressure anomaly. 400 
The final equations of the equilibrium of stresses, as defined in the above equation, are solved in 3D 401 
using the Finite Element Method (Zienkiewicz, 1977) in which the Earth’s elastic shell is 402 
parameterised using a dense grid of flat, plane stress elastic triangles each with 15 degrees of 403 
freedom and with assigned elastic material parameters. Further methodological details are available 404 
in Schiffer and Nielsen (2016). 405 
3.2 Model set up and parameterisation 406 
The model parameterisation comprises the present lithospheric structure, including surface 407 
elevation, LAB depth, crustal and sedimentary layer thicknesses, corresponding densities, as well as 408 
sub-lithospheric pressure from Schiffer et al. (2018) and Schiffer and Nielsen (2016). Regarding the 409 
last of these, dynamic topography models from Müller et al. (2008) were expressed as sub-410 
lithospheric pressure and temperature anomalies, with the assumption that they are constrained to 411 
the upper mantle. Positive sub-lithostatic pressure anomalies were defined to cause uplift of the 412 
lithospheric column, and vice versa. Additionally, the structural model was modified in the following 413 
ways. (1) The Greenland ice sheet was subtracted for any time steps older than 5 Ma. (2) Present-day 414 
dynamic topography from Schiffer and Nielsen (2016) was subtracted from the elevation model used 415 
for the reconstruction and, for each time-step, dynamic topography from Müller et al. (2008) was in 416 
turn added while allowing a maximum dynamic topography of 1000 m for these models. (3) The 417 
opening of previously non-existing and now subducted oceanic areas in the reconstructions were 418 
filled with oceanic lithosphere with ocean-age-dependent average values of surface heat flow, LAB 419 
depth, crustal thickness and topography observed in present-day oceanic lithosphere. (4) Sediments 420 
were subtracted from basins using smoothed sedimentation and subsidence rates observed in the 421 
North and Central Atlantic, as well as the Barents Sea (Anell et al., 2009; Berger and Jokat, 2008; 422 
Fiedler and Faleide, 1996; Gołędowski et al., 2012; Hjelstuen et al., 1996; Miller et al., 2005; Thiede 423 
et al., 1986; Wold, 1994; Wolf and Thiede, 1991). The subtracted sediments were then converted to 424 
a corresponding thickness of crystalline crust (scaling with the observed sedimentary and crustal 425 
densities) and added at the top of the crustal layer in the model. 426 
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Because these kinds of modifications can result in abrupt changes from cell to cell in the input grids 427 
in places, the models were smoothed by averaging the values within a running window of radius 50 428 
km (topography and sedimentary layers), 100 km (upper and middle crust), 150 km (lower crust and 429 
Moho depth) and 200 km (LAB depth and surface heat flow) for each reconstructed time step. Since 430 
the analysis was conducted on a 1° × 1° grid, this mainly affects areas in high latitudes for shallower 431 
layers, but throughout the model for LAB depth. A linearised inversion method was used (e.g. 432 
Schiffer and Nielsen, 2016; Tarantola and Valette, 1982) that optimised the assigned free parameters 433 
(thickness, densities and heat production of the lithospheric layers, and thermal expansion of the 434 
mantle lithosphere) to fit palaeo-topography in a consistent isostatic model. The resulting 435 
lithospheric models are structurally consistent fitting topography, surface heat flow and lithospheric 436 
isostatic compensation (including a sub-lithospheric pressure anomaly that causes dynamic 437 
topography) within assigned representative a priori errors. The errors for topography and surface 438 
heat flow progressively increase for reconstructions back in time. 439 
Reconstruction of the palaeotectonic lithosphere involves assumptions. For example, heat flow and 440 
thickness changes of the crust depend on the amount of material eroded or deposited and on 441 
thickening by orogenic processes. Except for regions of active mountain building (in the Alpine-442 
Tethys belt) erosion rates are low and conservative estimates were made. The oceanic lithosphere in 443 
the models is governed by well-established cooling models. The models accordingly capture the 444 
essence of changes in the plate-scale GP stress field appropriate to this intraplate deformation study. 445 
3.3 Results: 70 Ma, 40 Ma and 15 Ma GP palaeostress models 446 
The three key time slices suggested by the compiled basin inversion data in section 2 are (1) Late 447 
Cretaceous-Palaeocene, (2) Eocene-Oligocene and (3) Miocene (cf. subsection 2.6). For the purposes 448 
of display of intraplate deformation in Figure 9 as well for the computation of palaeostress models, 449 
these are approximated to be at geological times 70 Ma, 40 Ma and 15 Ma, respectively. The main 450 
input grids representative of the lithospheric structure for these three reconstruction times (as well 451 
as, for comparison, the present day) are shown in Figure 10 and the computed GP palaeostress fields 452 
are seen in Figure 11. 453 
The GP palaeostress fields seen in Figure 11 are presented in terms of principal horizontal stresses, 454 
which are the vertically averaged principal stresses relative to the lithostatic stress state (where 455 
stresses, equal in any direction at any depth, are simply the weight of the overburden). The 456 
trajectories of the respective computed principal palaeostress fields (Fig. 11) are also seen in the 457 
panels of Figure 10 (except for topography, row A), which provides some elucidation of the relative 458 
effects of the various contributing factors to the total (i.e., lithosphere thickness variations, crustal 459 
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thickness variations, sedimentary layer thickness variations, and sub-lithospheric mantle dynamics; 460 
rows B-E, respectively) and illustrates the relationship between the net geopotential energy derived 461 
from these and, in turn, the stress field derived from the net geopotential energy (row F). 462 
The lithospheric structural elements for the palaeotectonic maps seen in Figure 11 were derived 463 
using GPlates (version 2.0) with the global reconstructions of Seton et al. (2012). Associated tectonic 464 
forces (N/m) can be estimated by multiplying the stresses by 100 km, the thickness of the elastic shell 465 
in the model. The contoured values (red-blue colour bar) are the magnitude of the maximum shear 466 
stress, which is the difference between maximum (most compressional) and minimum (least 467 
compressional or most tensional) of the principal horizontal stress components. It represents a 468 
measure of how likely faulting (or, more generally, failure) is (e.g. Ranalli, 1995). The actual numerical 469 
values can be judged relative to one another, but absolute values are not very meaningful given the 470 
simplifications of the simple structural/rheological model itself. 471 
 472 
4. Distribution of intraplate deformation compared to palaeotectonic reconstructions and 473 
computed palaeostress fields 474 
The schematic representations of intraplate deformation mined from the literature in section 2 and 475 
presented in Figures 9 have been superimposed on the GP palaeostress models in Figures 11. The 476 
detailed information that was mined, mainly from exploration-driven seismic profiling (section 2), 477 
were generalised to provide a more conceptual – but, nevertheless, observation-based – image of 478 
the temporal and spatial distribution of intraplate deformation in the study realm. This makes it 479 
more compatible with and more easily comparable to the intrinsically, regionally smooth character of 480 
the computed model GP palaeostress fields. All geographic place names and tectonic elements 481 
referred to in this section can be found in Figures 2. 482 
First, a brief description of the modelled GP stress fields for each of the three key periods of tectonic 483 
transition in the North Atlantic-western Alpine-Tethys realm since the Late Cretaceous is provided. It 484 
is then considered how they compare with – and, indeed, how they contrast with – the distribution 485 
and structural trends of the compiled intraplate basin inversion structures. In respect of how the 486 
model GP stress fields role of reactivation of pre-existing structures, which is widely reported in the 487 
intraplate deformation literature, is assumed but is not within the scope of this section, which 488 
addresses the computed GP stress fields only in terms of observed intraplate deformation. Further 489 
discussion, including the role of inherited structures and heterogeneities, follows in section 5. 490 
4.1 Computed stress fields 491 
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Figure 11 shows how the GP palaeostress regime in the study area (and adjacent tectonically active 492 
Alpine-Tethys belt) evolves from the Late Cretaceous to the Miocene. These can be broadly 493 
subdivided east and west into two main stress domains: (1) the East European Craton and its 494 
immediately surrounding terranes plus “Phanerozoic” Europe to its southwest across the Sorgenfrei-495 
Tornquist-Tesseyre zone axis, this being the “fore-Alpine” platform north of the evolving and 496 
tectonically active Alpine-Tethys orogenic belt and (2) the northern North Atlantic realm, centred on 497 
Greenland, and evolving into having active seafloor spreading centres in the Cenozoic, first in the 498 
Labrador Sea-Baffin Bay corridor and later in what becomes the North Atlantic Ocean plus the 499 
southern North Atlantic realm to the south, adjacent to Phanerozoic Europe and actively accreting as 500 
a result of seafloor spreading during the whole of the period of the maps. 501 
4.1.1 Eastern stress domain 502 
The EEC sub-domain is characterised by large ambient (from all sides) principal compressional 503 
stresses orientated in a NE-SW direction throughout the entire Late Cretaceous-Cenozoic period. 504 
Both model principal stress magnitudes are large and, accordingly, the maximum shear stresses are 505 
small during this period. This is related to the thick lithosphere and crust of the EEC (cf. Figs. 10BC). 506 
This sub-domain represents the intrinsically stable part of the study area and its GP palaeostress 507 
regime, in terms of both principal stress relative magnitudes as well as maximum shear stresses, 508 
changes very little during the Late Cretaceous-Miocene time frame. 509 
In the Phanerozoic sub-domain in west-central Europe where the lithosphere and crust are thinner, 510 
the NE-SW orientated principal stress is reduced compared to the EEC sub-domain and its orthogonal 511 
mate and, accordingly maximum shear stresses are higher. These display some variability with the 512 
greatest values to the northwest (modern Denmark area). As pointed out by Nielsen et al. (2014), 513 
this orientation of the GP stress field is consistent with the World Stress Map summary of present-514 
day stress field in west-central Europe (Heidbach et al., 2016). The reduction of the NE-SW orientated 515 
principal stress component in this area is linked to the higher geopotential energy (Fig. 10F4) and, 516 
secondarily, the lower sub-lithospheric pressure anomalies (Fig. 10E4) and in this area compared to 517 
the EEC sub-domain. Since the stable EEC is to the north and west and the active orogenic belt is to 518 
the south throughout the Late Cretaceous-Cenozoic, the GP stress field of this sub-domain remains 519 
qualitatively similar throughout. 520 
4.1.2 Western stress domain 521 
The northern North Atlantic sub-domain is characterised by large differences in the two horizontal 522 
principal stresses, the most compressive of these generally orientated N-S or NW-SE and the other 523 
much less compressive or, often, extensional. The maximum shear stresses are, accordingly, much 524 
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larger in this domain. This is related to the thicker lithosphere and crust of Greenland lying between 525 
the thinner lithosphere and crust (with overlying sediments) of the Labrador Sea-Baffin Bay corridor 526 
and the proto-North Atlantic Ocean area, where pre-Late Cretaceous rifting has already thinned the 527 
lithosphere (cf. Figs. 10BCD). In the Late Cretaceous, maximum shear stress is also high in the Nares 528 
Strait region, between Ellesmere Island and Greenland, which records active strike-slip motion at this 529 
time. 530 
The evolving sub-lithospheric pressure anomaly contribution to the GP palaeostress fields also plays 531 
a role (cf. Fig. 10E). The modelled GPE stress fields in this domain predict the geologically observed 532 
shift in extensional stresses from the Labrador Sea-Baffin Bay rift system to the northeast Atlantic 533 
Ocean. The former is characterised by extension and high maximum shear stress in the Late 534 
Cretaceous and Eocene (though more diffuse in the latter), which significantly diminish in the 535 
Miocene. The northeast Atlantic is characterised by extension and very high maximum shear stress 536 
after continental break-up throughout the Eocene-Oligocene to the Miocene, which is caused by the 537 
developing ridge push force. 538 
Maximum shear stress in the central and southern northeast Atlantic is never markedly anomalous 539 
within the model realm because the domal mantle anomalies that produce ridge-perpendicular 540 
extension by ridge push also produce along-ridge extension. 541 
4.2 Distribution of intraplate deformation compared to computed palaeostress fields 542 
This section provides a brief description of how the modelled GP stress fields compare with the 543 
compiled intraplate basin inversion structures for each of the three key periods of tectonic transition 544 
in the North Atlantic-western Alpine-Tethys realm since the Late Cretaceous. 545 
4.2.1 Late Cretaceous-Palaeocene 546 
Figure 11a shows the computed Late Cretaceous (70 Ma) GP palaeostress with Late-Cretaceous-547 
Palaeocene basin inversion features, as seen in Figure 9a, superimposed. Intraplate deformation is 548 
well-known, of course, at this time, having been amply documented by Ziegler (e.g. 1990) and other 549 
authors cited earlier. Previous work has broadly associated this period of intraplate deformation to 550 
early “Alpine-Tethyan” plate boundary interactions between the Laurasian (North American-551 
Greenland-Eurasian) and African plate at this time and, indeed, inversion axes were dominantly NE-552 
SW orientated in Europe in keeping with this. 553 
The computed largest compressional GP principal stress direction in north-central Europe, the area 554 
that shows most intraplate deformation in the Late Cretaceous-Palaeocene is orientated NW-SE. This 555 
is perpendicular or highly oblique to the observed NE-SW orientated basin inversion. Outside 556 
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onshore Europe, the same is true for the North Sea and on the (proto-)Barents Sea margin. Inversion 557 
has been reported at one location between Great Britain and Greenland that is, in contrast, more 558 
compatible with the GP predicted stress field. With this exception, the geometry of the intraplate 559 
structures of this age seem more related to the EEC segment of the Laurasian plate, lying roughly 560 
concentrically to it rather than aligned with the complex, but roughly E-W orientated, Alpine 561 
deformation front. The locus of intraplate deformation at this time seems more related to strong 562 
gradients in the computed geopotential energy (GPE) of the study realm (Fig. 10F4), which is a more 563 
direct representation of the lithospheric-scale density structure rather than to the derived GP stress 564 
field itself. The inversion elements seen on Figure 11a that lie within the blue-coloured region of 565 
predicted low maximum shear stress are those of the TTZ and the Donbas Foldbelt (cf. Fig. 2b), the 566 
former corresponding to Palaeozoic and younger structures at the margins of the EEC and the latter 567 
with a Late Palaeozoic pericratonic rift basin. These structures also correspond with a changing 568 
geopotential energy field rather than a flat one (Fig. 10F4). 569 
The model GP stresses in Figure 11a explicitly exclude horizontal plate boundary forces that may be 570 
exerted on the European fore-Alpine platform as a result of collisional effects (although temperature 571 
and pressure anomalies beneath this area and potentially linked to processes in the collisional belt 572 
are not). Accordingly, its misfit with the basin inversion trajectories implies superposition of 573 
additional forces generated by the Alpine-Tethys collision at this time to facilitate the intraplate 574 
deformation as has been widely recognised. 575 
4.2.2 Eocene-Oligocene 576 
Figure 11b shows that there is widespread occurrence of intraplate inversion structures of this age in 577 
the study realm. Compared to the Late Cretaceous-Palaeocene there is a strong shift from north-578 
central Europe to the North Atlantic-Arctic realm (including Labrador Sea, Baffin Bay, Ellesmere 579 
Island, north Greenland, Barents Sea, Norwegian and the British-Irish continental margins) and in the 580 
Black Sea-Caucasus area as well as the periphery of the Alpine-Tethys collision zone (including along 581 
the Alpine Deformation Front from the Pyrenees to the Carpathians; cf. Fig. 2b). Much of north-582 
central Europe does not display major basin inversion at this time although it is reported in some 583 
basins around the southern North Sea. 584 
Inversion orientations in the Labrador Sea-Baffin Bay realm and in the periphery of the northern 585 
Greenland margin, from northern Baffin Bay to the west Barents Sea, are generally compatible to the 586 
GP maximum compression directions. These are readily correlated with Eurekan orogenesis, which 587 
drives – or feeds back – a fundamental plate reorganisation in this realm: rotation of Greenland 588 
prompted by the initial formation of the present North Atlantic plate boundary in the Palaeocene 589 
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leading to collision of Greenland and Ellesmere Island (and Svalbard) and cessation of further 590 
extension in the Labrador-Baffin corridor, completing the shift of the extensional regime to the North 591 
Atlantic. The relevant inversion structures include major, exposed, features defining the intraplate 592 
Eurekan Orogen itself from Axel Heiberg and Ellesmere islands in the west across northern Greenland 593 
to Svalbard in the east. Inversion extraneous to the Eurekan deformation belt include those in Baffin 594 
Bay, including the Ungava Fault Zone from Davis Strait to the northwest Labrador Sea, with one 595 
exception on the west Greenland margin, and – though more obliquely – the west Barents Sea. This 596 
is demonstrating that the plate boundary forces dominant at this time in this part of the study realm, 597 
which is no longer part of a contiguous Laurasian plate, are not collisional/subductional ones but only 598 
those generated at seafloor spreading plate boundaries. These contribute to the geopotential energy 599 
model of stresses, which, accordingly, fits with the observations. There is no subduction associated 600 
with the Eurekan Orogeny; it has occurred as intraplate deformation. Stresses arising at collisional 601 
plate boundaries, primarily associated with subducted slab negative buoyancy and convective 602 
processes associated with subduction, appear to be not relevant in this setting. 603 
Elsewhere in the North Atlantic realm, inversion on the British-Irish margin is roughly compatible 604 
with the computed GP stress regime (within 45° of the least tensile principal stress), which may imply 605 
that it is driven by the intensifying North Atlantic ridge push effect. The effects of the Eurekan-aged 606 
North Atlantic spreading geometry reconfiguration are widely recognised (e.g. Gaina and Jakob, 607 
2019). However, inversion on the Norwegian margin at this time is orthogonal to the most 608 
compressive stress axis, like much of the inversion recorded in west-central Europe in the Late 609 
Cretaceous-Palaeocene. The computed GP stress regime in both cases seems similarly to be 610 
dominated by the geopotential effects of the thick, cold lithosphere of cratonic and pericratonic 611 
Europe although it is noted that the shortening direction of inversion on the Norwegian margin at 612 
this time is also in keeping with the evolving ridge push nearby the craton edge. 613 
Inversion in the Black Sea and Greater Caucasus Orogen is typically linked to Arabian-Eurasian 614 
collision that happened almost synchronously at this time. Typically, the GP stress orientations are 615 
not strongly compatible with the regional shortening directions. Eocene-Oligocene inversion 616 
elsewhere in the southeast of the study realm is even more proximal to the active deformation belt, 617 
with orientations also essentially incompatible with the GP stress field. This deformation, as for that 618 
in the fore-Alpine platform of west-central Europe in the Late Cretaceous-Palaeocene, can be 619 
considered to be predominantly driven by stresses derived from the nearby collisional/subductional 620 
plate interactions. 621 
4.2.3 Miocene 622 
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Figure 11c shows that Miocene intraplate inversion structures are less well documented than earlier 623 
in the study realm and timing is less precise, although there are recognised reorganisations on the 624 
Alpine-Tethys plate boundary that have been linked to these in the eastern European-southern 625 
Eurasian part of the study realm, such as in the Black Sea. 626 
Elsewhere, the documented basin inversion is limited to the Barents Shelf, the Norwegian margin 627 
and in the south of Ireland-Great Britain. The shortening directions associated with inversion at the 628 
first and last of these locations are not wholly incompatible with the computed GP stress fields. GP 629 
stresses on the Norwegian margin are highly oblique to the observations, in a framework very much 630 
like that described above in the Eocene-Oligocene, although Doré et al (2008) link it to compressional 631 
structures surrounding Iceland. 632 
 633 
5. Discussion 634 
The aims of this paper were to review and compile reported instances of intraplate inversion in the 635 
North Atlantic-western Tethys realm (Fig. 2) and then, by comparing the spatial and temporal 636 
distribution of these to age appropriate models of the geopotential (GP) palaeostress field, to make 637 
inferences regarding the cause and effect of intraplate stress and intraplate deformation. The 638 
following discussion of the results in the context of these aims is presented as follows. The first (sub-639 
section 5.1) considers the imperfect relationship observed between intraplate deformation and 640 
predicted palaeostress derived from geopotential sources and, from this, proposes a concept of 641 
“traumatic stress” derived from geologically short-lived geodynamic processes at plate boundary 642 
interaction zones as being a diagnostic ingredient for generating periods of intraplate deformation in 643 
the North Atlantic-western Tethys realm. The second (sub-section 5.2) reviews the North Atlantic-644 
western Tethys realm results and inferences about traumatic stress in the context of intraplate 645 
deformation on the contiguous North American and African plates, which share boundaries with the 646 
European plate. The last (sub-section 5.3) attempts to establish that traumatic stress within plates 647 
appears to be linked phenomenologically to rearrangements of spreading geometries between 648 
plates, which is inferred to imply a “top-down” framework for how plate tectonics is expressed at the 649 
Earth’s surface. 650 
5.1 Intraplate deformation and basin inversion: stress and rheology implications 651 
5.1.1 “Traumatic stresses” 652 
In any work that has considered the causal stress regime for intraplate deformation and basin 653 
inversion there is general agreement that compressional “far-field” stresses derived from nearby 654 
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plate boundaries are responsible. There is little in the way of quantitative assessment of this, it being 655 
generally a matter of temporal correlation of orogenic events at plate boundaries with active 656 
intraplate deformation rather than the proposal of any specific physical mechanism. Studies falling 657 
into this category include Ziegler (1987), Ziegler et al. (1995), Boldreel and Andersen, 1998; Blundell 658 
(2002), Marotta and Sabadini (2003), Scheck-Wenderoth and Lamarche (2005), Dyksterhuis and 659 
Müller (2008), Kley and Voigt (2008), Raimondo et al. (2014) and Dielforder et al (2019). The general 660 
idea is that stress propagation from the plate boundary into an intraplate setting implies that the 661 
lithosphere, at least within part of its thickness, is effectively elastic in its rheological response to 662 
plate boundary forces. This allows stresses to be propagated from the plate boundary to its interior 663 
“instantaneously” (e.g. Nielsen et al., 2007) where, given appropriately orientated pre-existing 664 
structures or thermo-mechanical heterogeneities (e.g. Hand and Sandiford, 1999; Sandiford and 665 
Quigley, 1999; Stephenson et al., 1999; Heron et al., 2019) these stresses may be large enough to 666 
cause failure in the lithosphere and permanent deformation such as basin inversion. 667 
Nielsen et al. (2014) showed that the present-day ambient stress field where it is observed in west-668 
central Europe (Heidbach et al., 2007) is similar to that predicted by a model of the present-day GP 669 
stress field, with the exception of several geodynamically complex areas. The correspondence of 670 
observed stress and modelled present-day GP stress notably fails in the vicinity of the active Alpine-671 
Tethys plate boundary and there may be modifications, for example in Scandinavia, related to post-672 
Pleistocene glacio-isostatic rebound. In any case, it was inferred that stresses associated with Alpine 673 
tectonics responsible for intraplate basin inversion in west-central Europe in the Late Cretaceous-674 
Palaeocene were anomalous compared to those derived from stress-generating processes in the 675 
Alpine-Tethys convergence zone today. According to de Jager (2003), Late Cretaceous-Palaeocene 676 
basin inversion in west-central Europe is most strongly expressed in the Campanian, though it might 677 
have begun earlier during the Late Cretaceous. It terminated in the early Palaeocene (e.g. de Jager, 678 
2003; Nielsen et al., 2007) coincident with a ~10 Myr break in the convergence of Africa and Europe 679 
(e.g. Rosenbaum et al., 2002), roughly synchronous with a time of continental collision that Ziegler 680 
(e.g. 1990) refers to as the Eo-Alpine phase of Alpine tectonics. 681 
The southern, Tethyan, margin of Europe remains to this day a zone of general plate convergence 682 
and subduction, yet the European intraplate deformation structures seem to be tectonically dormant 683 
at this time (cf. Nielsen et al., 2014). This transient nature suggests that intraplate deformation only 684 
occurs when particular plate boundary processes are active, processes that are not taking place 685 
continuously along convergent plate boundaries. These plate boundary processes produce what are 686 
referred to here as “traumatic stresses”, geologically short-lived, large magnitude stresses elastically 687 
transmitted into the plate interior, superimposed upon the background geopotential stress field, 688 
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then relaxed by the plastic deformation recorded in the geology, such as basin inversion. “Traumatic” 689 
causative stresses must constructively interfere with the background GP stress field rather than 690 
destructively, whether generating extensional or compressional deformation (the latter being on 691 
primary interest in this paper). Coincidentally, though the importance of reactivation of pre-existing 692 
structures for basin inversion and other intraplate deformation is widely recognised, it follows that 693 
such inherited structures or weaknesses must also be favourably orientated with respect to the 694 
composite stress field (trauma stresses plus GP stresses, not just the former). 695 
The elastic stresses propagating from plate boundaries are relaxed at the location of the intraplate 696 
deformation by a non-elastic response. This is most easily envisaged as faulting or shearing, either 697 
newly formed (e.g. Stephenson et al. 2009) or as compressional reactivation of pre-existing faults 698 
(e.g. Turner and Williams, 2004 and many others). Accordingly, the intraplate deformation occurs 699 
only for as long as the governing stress field remains sufficient to drive it and these stresses are not 700 
transmitted further into the interior of the plate. The non-elastic, permanent, deformation occurs as 701 
long as the forces driving the process are renewed; the deformation remains once those driving 702 
forces are removed from the plate boundary and the traumatic stresses are relaxed. 703 
Any particular plate boundary process that produces “traumatic stress”, which is equivalent to saying 704 
a “traumatic” or sudden change in the stress state of the plate, is not necessarily confined to the 705 
convergent plate boundaries of a plate affected by intraplate deformation. This was demonstrated by 706 
Nielsen et al. (2007) who showed Late Cretaceous-Palaeocene basin inversion in north-central 707 
Europe was linked explicitly with the timing and style of plate break-up and new plate boundary 708 
formation in the North Atlantic. High resolution age data from nannoplankton zones identified in a 709 
research borehole in the Danish Basin (along the profile seen in Fig. 7a and located in Fig. 2a) allowed 710 
Nielsen et al. (2007) to identify an initial stage of compressional shortening, involving reverse faulting 711 
and uplift of a central structural high during a period of applied stress derived from the Alpine-Tethys 712 
plate boundary, that ended abruptly at 62 Ma. While the renewing traumatic stress from the Alpine-713 
Tethys plate boundary was being relaxed as permanent intraplate deformation in north-central 714 
Europe, other factors, including the traumatic stress field itself led to the break-up of the Greenland-715 
Eurasian plate in the North Atlantic. This rupture resulted in rapid changes in the sedimentary 716 
architecture of depocentres associated with the intraplate deformation zone, which were shown to 717 
be diagnostic of a sudden relaxation of elastic stresses transmitted from the Alpine-Tethys plate 718 
boundary not by permanent intraplate deformation but, rather, by the birth of the incipient plate 719 
boundary in the North Atlantic, namely permanent interplate deformation. This, in turn, terminated 720 
the potential for renewal of traumatic stress in north-central Europe derived at the Alpine-Tethys 721 
collisional plate boundary and, hence, the Late Cretaceous-Palaeocene inversion episode in this area. 722 
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The concept of “traumatic stress” does not necessarily mean that intraplate deformation cannot 723 
occur in its absence. What it does mean is simply that failure and deformation will occur in intraplate 724 
settings if the stress field is sufficiently high such that inherited structures are reactivated (or, 725 
possibly, new structures are formed if there are no existing “scars” appropriately orientated) – but 726 
with the understanding that the tectonic stress field itself comprises a GP background stress field 727 
(such as those modelled in this paper) plus a transient “traumatic” stress field, if and when it exists. 728 
Indeed, while the present study strongly suggests that such “trauma” must play a role in north-729 
central European inversion structures active at various times since the Late Cretaceous, it also 730 
suggests that Eocene inversion in the Labrador Sea-Baffin Bay-Eurekan domain may have taken place 731 
in the absence of additional “trauma” since the inversion orientations are essentially compatible with 732 
those predicted by the computed GP stress field. The GP stress regime is itself primarily generated at 733 
plate boundaries in this realm, being the seafloor accretionary axes in Labrador Sea-Baffin Bay and, 734 
incipiently in the North Atlantic and Arctic. And, fortuitously, pre-existing structures (inherited in the 735 
Eurekan domain, for example, from Palaeozoic orogenesis; Piepjohn et al., 2016) are highly 736 
favourable to this. 737 
5.1.2 Numerical modelling of intraplate basin inversion and role of rheology including structural 738 
inheritance 739 
There are several published models of generic basin inversion (Nielsen and Hansen, 2000; Hansen 740 
and Nielsen, 2003; Sandiford, 1999; Sandiford et al., 2006; Buiter et al., 2009 and several others) 741 
aimed at linking specific tectonic boundary conditions to inversion of specific basins (e.g. Marotta 742 
and Sabadini, 2003; Nielsen et al., 2005; Sandiford et al., 2006; Nielsen et al., 2007; Stephenson et al., 743 
2009). All of these pay substantial attention to rheological conditions, including the presence of weak 744 
zones, within the crust/lithosphere that may be favourable or unfavourable in specific settings. 745 
Nielsen and Hansen (2000), Hansen and Nielsen (2003) and Buiter et al. (2009) emphasised the 746 
legacy heterogeneities and structures left in the lithosphere by previous rift basin formation and 747 
showed how these in general promoted and localised basin inversion in a subsequently 748 
compressional tectonic stress environment. Sandiford (1999) focused on the thermal changes in the 749 
lithosphere caused by rifting and sedimentary basin emplacement onto the attenuated lithosphere. 750 
Sandiford et al. (2006) explored the role of lower crustal rheology, in part proxied by depth to the 751 
Moho (as developed in Sandiford, 1999), and concluded that the strength contrast between lower 752 
crust and upper mantle could be an important factor in determining whether basins invert with a 753 
central uplift and outward-directed thrusting (e.g. Fig. 10 ) in contrast with basinward verging 754 
structures such as in Central Australia (e.g. Stephenson and Lambeck, 1985; Shaw et al., 1991). 755 
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Numerical modelling by Marotta and Sabadini (2003) affirmed that lateral rheological 756 
heterogeneities, again in part imposed by previous basin forming processes but also by the 757 
Palaeozoic suture between the East European Craton and younger terranes west of it that lies 758 
beneath the TTZ (Fig. 2), play an important role for intraplate deformation in Central Europe. 759 
Dyksterhuis and Müller (2008) also developed a theme emphasising complex lateral geometries in 760 
assembled continental lithosphere as being a kind of intraplate barometer to compression at plate 761 
margins, with application to southeastern Australia. Stephenson et al. (2009) showed that laterally 762 
heterogeneous thermal structure of the upper lithosphere caused by a thick sedimentary basin with 763 
lower bulk thermal conductivity than the surrounding igneous-metamorphic complex (specifically the 764 
Donbas Basin in southeastern Ukraine), can localise reverse shearing near the basin margin. Heron et 765 
al. (2015) demonstrated that mantle heterogeneity may “trump” crustal heterogeneity in continental 766 
lithosphere when investigating the Eocene-Oligocene inversion of the intraplate Eurekan Orogen and 767 
developed this further in Heron et al. (2016; 2019). Recently, in this regard, Bezada and Smale (2019) 768 
have argued that lithospheric mantle structure may be strongly involved in the localisation of 769 
intraplate seismicity based from studies of the attenuation of teleseismic earthquake phases. 770 
Carpentier et al. (2009) presented evidence from stochastic attributes of controlled-source deep 771 
seismic reflection profiling that suggests sub-crustal lithosphere structure beneath an old rift zone is 772 
more chaotic, hence potentially more attenuating to teleseismic waves, than away from the rift zone. 773 
For all intents and purposes, all of this work consolidates the general consensus that where 774 
intraplate deformation occurs is largely predestined by inherited structure, which includes inherited 775 
compositional and thermal heterogeneities in the lithosphere (including variable crustal thickness) as 776 
well as actual faults and structurally weak zones (viz. Schiffer et al., 2019a). And, as mentioned at the 777 
outset, basins, and rift basins especially, “tick a number of boxes” in this regard. 778 
There is indeed a preponderance of studies supporting the concept that intraplate deformation is 779 
intimately linked with inheritance and nothing from the currently compiled maps of basin inversion 780 
in the Alpine-Tethys-North Atlantic region strongly suggests otherwise. What the present compilation 781 
does show is that intraplate deformation, if reflecting reactivations of earlier structures such as in 782 
basin inversion, is not systematically orientated with respect to the geopotential induced stress field 783 
of the host lithosphere. The main inference, therefore, as discussed above, is confirmation that 784 
stresses derived from processes taking place at adjacent collisional/convergent plate boundaries are 785 
often required – but are not a prerequisite – for the occurrence of intraplate deformation. Further, 786 
these processes may be relatively short-lived geologically speaking so, in some manner, representing 787 
anomalous activities such as rupture and rift propagation/migration (e.g. Le Breton et al., 2012) or 788 
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subduction locking (e.g. Rosenbaum et al., 2002) or rearrangements linked with volcanism and back-789 
arc basin formation. 790 
5.2 Extraplate context of basin inversion in the North Atlantic-western Tethys realm 791 
As outlined above, the working hypothesis is that the superposition of collisional plate boundary 792 
derived “traumatic” stress changes superimposed on the long-term, ambient quasi-steady state 793 
geopotential stress field produces deformation of favourably orientated weak structures in 794 
continental interiors. From studies of intraplate deformation beyond the North Atlantic-western 795 
Tethys realm, it seems that the most often invoked sources of stress changes are those arising from 796 
the occurrence of orogenies at plate margins and from changes in the spreading/subduction 797 
configuration of the adjacent oceanic domain. Surface motion and intracontinental deformation 798 
induced by mantle flow (e.g. Finzel et al., 2015) may also be relevant. This section provides a brief 799 
overview of contemporaneous intraplate effects in the plates contiguous to the North Atlantic-800 
western Tethys study realm. 801 
5.2.1 North America 802 
Present-day seismicity highlights present-day intraplate deformation zones in the continental North 803 
American plate. One such is the New Madrid Seismic Zone in the United States (e.g. Tuttle et al., 804 
2002), where faults formed during rift formation in a Neoproterozoic-Cambrian extensional stress 805 
regime are probably being reactivated at present in a (trans)compressional stress regime (cf. Mooney 806 
et al., 1983; Levandowski et al., 2018). Possibly the New Madrid structure will provide an excellent of 807 
intraplate basin inversion were it to be revisited in 50 My time. Nevertheless, the plate-scale 808 
character of the present-day observed stress field (e.g. Heidbach et al., 2007; 2018; Levandowski et 809 
al., 2018) appears to be dominated by geopotential stresses (e.g. section 3) though obviously 810 
includes any current plate boundary sourced stress as well. It is also roughly compatible with the 811 
observed earthquake focal mechanisms although local contributions to geopotential stresses, 812 
including inherited ancient basement structures producing lithospheric density contrasts 813 
(Levandowski et al., 2016), may be important for localising seismicity and perhaps are even sufficient 814 
for inducing it. For example, Murphy et al. (2019) recently ascribed seismicity in the southeastern 815 
United States (e.g. the 2011 Virginia earthquake) to be largely explicable by forces arising from 816 
crustal thickness variations in the region. Anomalous temperature within the lithosphere possibly 817 
also plays a role (Liu and Zoback, 1997) and a minor perturbation in the regional stress field indicated 818 
by earthquake focal mechanisms in the vicinity of the New Madrid area has been modelled by 819 
Levandowski et al. (2016) as evidence of the refractive effects of dense and more rigid material in the 820 
lower crust, possibly inherited from the earlier rifting episode (Ervin and McGinnis, 1975). 821 
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This is all generally compatible with the premise that the intraplate stress field is dominantly the 822 
geopotential stress field away from plate boundaries but that smaller scale heterogeneities in crustal 823 
structure (smaller than those considered here) may be very important in localising intraplate 824 
seismicity and, hence, deformation. Whether this can occur in the absence of traumatic tectonic 825 
stresses, which have been inferred to exist from the geological record (but not the neotectonic one), 826 
is unclear since present-day traumatic stress cannot be differentiated from the observed stress field, 827 
but it seems plausible given the ubiquitous role of inheritance in all studies of past/present intraplate 828 
deformation/seismicity. 829 
Looking at the history of the North American continental plate, van der Pluijm et al. (1997), using 830 
twinned calcite in carbonate rocks in front of the Sevier and Appalachian orogenies (western and 831 
eastern North America, respectively), inferred an exponential decay of differential palaeostress of 832 
approximate decay length 200 km with distance perpendicular to the relevant orogenic front. This is 833 
order of magnitude comparable to the model of England et al. (1985), based on viscous thin sheet 834 
theory, for an indenter wavelength of approximately 2000 km. In spite of the significant differences 835 
between the thin-skinned, Late Mesozoic Sevier orogeny and the continent-continent collision of the 836 
Late Palaeozoic Appalachian orogeny with crustal involvement they found that the differential stress 837 
distributions were very similar and far reaching. The similarity suggests that continental interior 838 
stresses are largely insensitive to the details of the stress generating source region meaning that far-839 
field stress transmission does not contain information about the structural details of the source. In 840 
any case, twinned calcite as a palaeopiezometer should be used with caution (e.g. Rybacki et al., 841 
2013). 842 
Macro-structural evidence, such as used in the present study, may be more robust. In North America 843 
Pinet (2016) used tectonic arguments of reactivation of normal faults to argue for the influence of 844 
the far field stress effects of the Appalachian orogenesis in the Hudson Bay region more than 1400 845 
km away from the orogenic front. Marshak et al. (2000) suggested that intracratonic deformation 846 
associated with Laramide and ancestral Rockies tectonics in western North America, generally 847 
utilised favourably orientated weak basement structures in the upper crust, which were inherited 848 
from Proterozoic rifting events between 1.3 and 1.1 Ga and 0.9 and 0.7 Ga. Reactivation of the 849 
structures then occurred during Phanerozoic compressional orogenies. This extreme case of 850 
utilisation of structural inheritance across eons emphasizes the potential importance of structural 851 
history to the understanding of intra continental deformations (cf. Schiffer et al., 2019b, for the 852 
North Atlantic realm). 853 
5.2.2 Africa 854 
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The African plate has been coupled to Europe during the closure of Tethys since the Santonian at 855 
approximately 84 Ma. In the middle to eastern Mediterranean, subducting ocean lithosphere still 856 
separates the European and African continents, and the Alpine-Tethys zone generally remains a zone 857 
of tectonic convergence. This region provides an example of the variability of stress transmission 858 
from the source region of the continental margin into the continental interior, not only in Europe, as 859 
forms an important foundation of the present paper, but of Africa. 860 
Guiraud and Bosworth (1999) found that the inversion-related features in North Africa were uneven 861 
in intensity and distribution, but usually utilised existing rifts (as, generally, in Europe, documented in 862 
section 2 of this paper). Later, Bosworth et al. (2008) suggested that the irregular shape of the North 863 
African continental margin accounts for the most severe shortening being found in the protruding 864 
region of Cyrenaica in Libya whilst its deformation provided a regional stress shadow that protected 865 
areas south and southeast (the Sirte Basin and the far Western Desert of Egypt) from compressional 866 
shortening. The eastern region of the Western Desert and Sinai, were not, however, shielded by the 867 
stress-consuming Cyrenaica inversion, and recorded strong contemporaneous compressional 868 
deformation (Syrian arc inversion structures; e.g. Moustafa, 2013). This exemplifies how the detailed 869 
tectonic evolution of individual intra continental basins can depend on their positions in relation to 870 
the stress generating orogenic processes at the continental margin and highlights the absolute 871 
importance of inheritance. The formation of these inversion structures took place at the same time 872 
as the Late Cretaceous-Palaeocene inversion structures of the North Atlantic-western Tethys realm 873 
(i.e., section 4.2.1). 874 
The West and Central African Rift System (WCARS) fingers between the three northern cratonic 875 
blocks of Africa, and the individual branches have been in favourable positions for reactivation during 876 
plate-wide stress changes (e.g. Guiraud et al., 1992; Guiraud, 1993). A recent paper (El Hassan, et al. 877 
2017) presents detailed documentation of Late Cretaceous inversion in in the WCARS from 878 
exploration seismic data. Janssen et al. (1995) compared published correlation charts of stratigraphic 879 
events with tectonic subsidence rates of fourteen basins on African margins and in intracontinental 880 
rifts with the break-up history of Gondwana and found a strong correlation between changes in plate 881 
motions and reactivation of extensional basins in the African plate. The compilation of Guiraud and 882 
Bosworth (1997) of Senonian (89-65 Ma) tectonic events across Africa and Arabia demonstrated a 883 
strong correlation between a shift in opening directions of the Atlantic oceanic spreading system and 884 
the occurrence of regional intraplate compressional deformations. In particular, the onset of Africa’s 885 
counter clockwise rotation towards Europe in the Santonian at ca. 84 Ma was registered by evidence 886 
for compression throughout Africa. 887 
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Fairhead et al. (2013) found a strong correlation between changes in basin development, including 888 
the development of unconformities, and changes in oceanic plate motions, similarly to Janssen et al. 889 
(1995). They suggested a causative relationship between this correlation with unconformities on the 890 
continental margins of Africa and South America but did not pay direct attention to intraplate 891 
compressional deformation. It was speculated that the causative mechanism for these 892 
unconformities could be the flexural response of the lithosphere to changes in its in-plane state of 893 
stress along the lines proposed by Cloetingh (1986) and Braun and Beaumont (1989). Fairhead et al. 894 
(2013) specifically noted the short-term nature of such stress changes so providing indirect support 895 
to the concept of traumatic stresses being associated with oceanic spreading centre reorientations 896 
and, possibly, the effects of these on the contiguous Africa-Europe collisional plate boundary. 897 
5.3 Intraplate deformation and “top down” plate tectonics 898 
Reorganisation of ocean spreading has been invoked as an explanation for intracontinental stress 899 
changes by the firm grip that oceanic lithosphere holds on the continents. For example, Faure et al. 900 
(1996) attributed the stress regimes inferred in the Quebec-New England igneous province to the 901 
Early Cretaceous rifting between Labrador and Greenland. They surmised that variations of spreading 902 
rate and plate boundary conditions of North America in the Late Cretaceous-Palaeocene led to stress 903 
inversion in eastern North America and the compressional stress field that is still present today. 904 
Recently, Gaina and Jakob (2018) invoked changes in seafloor spreading rates in the North Atlantic, 905 
Arctic and northeast Pacific oceans in the 60-35 Ma time interval as a possible explanation for “global 906 
Eocene tectonic unrest”. Carminati et al (2009) proposed a possible link between shifts in the Mid-907 
Atlantic Ridge seafloor spreading axis and Cenozoic intraplate effects in the North Atlantic as a result 908 
of possible mantle dynamics effects of the former. 909 
Australia separated from the Madagascar/Indian block and later from Antarctica and became 910 
surrounded by spreading and aging ocean floor and, not surprisingly, the evolution of the oceanic 911 
plates surrounding the Australian continent has been invoked as a source of stress changes in the 912 
plate interior. Cathro et al. (2006) interpreted the Cretaceous and Miocene inversion in the Dampier 913 
sub-basin, northwest Australia, to be a consequence of a major plate reorganisation related to the 914 
northward movement of India and the commencing break-up between Australia and Antarctica. 915 
Hengesh and Whitney (2016) saw transcurrent reactivation of Australia’s western passive margin and 916 
interpreted this as an example of intraplate deformation from the central Indo-Australian plate. 917 
Dyksterhuis and Müller (2018) studying the last 100 Myr of stress evolution in the Australian plate 918 
found that forces at plate margins can be transmitted over thousands of kilometres into continental 919 
interiors, in accord with the conclusions of many authors, including Rajabi et al. (2017) who found 920 
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that local structure causing perturbations in the stress field may be more significant than previously 921 
realised, particularly in eastern Australian basins. Nearby, in the Tasman Sea area off eastern 922 
Australia, Sutherland et al. (2017) demonstrate that the onset of subduction in the western Pacific 923 
(e.g. Tonga-Kermadec) correlates with a period of what is essentially intraplate deformation taking 924 
place during the Eocene in continental but also oceanic lithosphere. 925 
Recently, Brune et al. (2016) carried out a quasi-global survey of rift kinematics and, on this basis, 926 
proposed a dynamic mechanism involving non-linear feedback between rift forces and resistive 927 
forces to explain “rapid absolute plate motion changes”. Although Brune et al. (2016) did not include 928 
the North Atlantic margins in their study, it is notable that the two Late Cretaceous and younger 929 
periods of rapid plate motion changes they infer are Late Cretaceous-Palaeocene (from the Australia-930 
Antarctica margins) and Late Eocene-Oligocene (from the South China Sea), which correspond to two 931 
of the periods highlighted by the present study of intraplate deformation in the North Atlantic-Tethys 932 
realm. Further, Gaina and Jakob (2018) modelled global oceanic lithosphere age and spreading rates 933 
for approximately the same period (60 to 35 Ma interval), focusing on the North Atlantic, Arctic and 934 
NE Pacific oceans, and identified the Eocene generally as a time of “global tectonic unrest”. Specific 935 
to the North Atlantic-Tethys realm, Le Breton et al. (2012) found, on the basis of a new plate 936 
kinematic restoration, that both the Eocene-Oligocene and Miocene intraplate deformation phases 937 
highlighted by the present study correspond to times of left-lateral strike slip on the Faeroe Fracture 938 
Zone (Eocene-Oligocene) and the Jan Mayen Fracture Zone (Eocene-Oligocene and Miocene) and 939 
development of inversion structures in adjacent regions. Oceanic fracture zones may be, in general, 940 
sensitive markers of “traumatic” intraplate stresses given their sensitivity to changes in plate 941 
kinematics (e.g. Phethean et al., 2016; Schiffer et al., 2018). 942 
From a distinctly different point of view, one of stratigraphy and lithofacies, Embry et al. (2018), 943 
having identified more than fifty large-magnitude tectonically induced sequence boundaries in seven 944 
Phanerozoic sedimentary basins of the Canadian High Arctic, proposed that they were the product of 945 
plate tectonic reorganisations that changed the speed and direction of plate movements. Each 946 
episode would have begun with uplift and regression of the basin margin, followed by rapid 947 
subsidence and transgressive flooding (hence, T-R sequences). According to flexural models 948 
responding to “traumatic” stresses generating at plate boundaries (e.g., Nielsen et al., 2007) this 949 
would correspond to enhanced tectonic compression (or reduced extension) followed by extension 950 
(or reduced compression). However, the strength of correlations across ocean spreading ridges or 951 
even over a few hundred kilometres on the same continental margin or between individual margins 952 
of rifts is tempered when considering the possible stratigraphy generating potential of sub-953 
lithospheric small-scale convection. Petersen et al. (2010), for example, showed that T-R sequences 954 
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with periodicities in the range 5-20 Myr can be produced in this way, which compares with the 955 
periodicity of 10 Myr identified by Embry et al. (2018). These predominantly vertical displacements, 956 
of moderate amplitude, do not constitute “basin inversion” as used in this study.  957 
All of these kinds of observations and considerations inexorably link intraplate deformation with 958 
what can be considered geologically rapid – and, hence, “traumatic” – changes in contiguous plate 959 
boundary configurations and, accordingly, the processes taking place there. Changing kinematics on 960 
the boundary between two plates (and, hence, changing “boundary conditions” on related 961 
geodynamic processes occurring there) feeds back to contiguous plate boundaries on both plates, 962 
and so on. Such plate reorganisations occur on timescales of 10-20 Myr or less and the stresses 963 
caused by them, propagated elastically to the interiors of contiguous plates are superimposed on the 964 
more slowly changing, inherent GP lithospheric stress fields and are relaxed by permanent intraplate 965 
deformation when inheritance is favourably disposed to this superposition. All evidence that has 966 
been contemplated pertaining to intraplate deformation seems to suggest that its very existence and 967 
its spatial and temporal distribution in the geological past is compatible with a “plate” theory of 968 
tectonics and that it offers little that can be placed in a “plume” theory of tectonics (cf. Foulger et al., 969 
2005). 970 
 971 
6. Summary and conclusions 972 
A compilation of intraplate deformation structures, mainly as expressed as sedimentary basin 973 
inversion structures, formed since the Late Cretaceous in the North Atlantic-western Alpine-Tethys 974 
realm has been generalised and compared to palaeostress fields computed from geopotential (GP) 975 
energy gradients for three key periods of tectonic transition and intraplate deformation in the study 976 
realm, these being Late Cretaceous-Palaeocene, Eocene-Oligocene and Miocene. The results have 977 
been discussed in the context of a broad literature review with the aim of illuminating the causes and 978 
effects of intraplate tectonics at the plate scale and at a global tectonic scale. Conclusions in this 979 
regard clearly build upon the pioneering work of Ziegler and others when documenting European 980 
intraplate inversion in the 1980s and considering its implications for tectonic driving mechanisms, the 981 
main added value here being two-fold: (i) the quantitative aspect of the present study, which 982 
incorporates models of GP palaeostress at times of intraplate deformation and (ii) the stronger focus 983 
on Cenozoic intraplate deformation, not just in continental Europe but throughout the North 984 
Atlantic, this also benefitting from better constraints on the timing of deformation of key features 985 
such as the intraplate Eurekan and Crimean-Caucasus orogens. 986 
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What follows is a short summary of the regional tectonic evolution of the study realm and its 987 
expression as intraplate deformation and palaeostress regimes for the three identified key periods of 988 
tectonic transition. Finally, a series of more generic conclusions regarding the geodynamics of 989 
intraplate deformation based on the results and discussion is presented. 990 
6.1 Tectonic setting, intraplate stresses and basin inversion: summary 991 
(1) Late Cretaceous-Palaeocene: 992 
• Computed Late Cretaceous-Palaeocene principal horizontal stress directions are generally 993 
incompatible with the (smoothed) orientations of basin inversion structures (neglecting any role 994 
of inheritance or other locally derived perturbation) in west-central Europe. The widely-995 
recognised implication is that an additional NW-SE orientated force derived from the Alpine-996 
Tethys collisional plate boundary was involved in generating basin inversion at this time in west-997 
central Europe. 998 
• Adria-Europe collision occurs (“Eo-Alpine” phase of Alpine Orogeny) and an unknown geodynamic 999 
process associated with the collisional/subductional plate boundary at this time produces the 1000 
requisite “traumatic” intraplate compressional stresses linked to regionwide tectonic inversion in 1001 
Central Europe. 1002 
• The build-up and culmination of this “traumatic” event are interconnected with seafloor 1003 
spreading kinematics in the central Atlantic Ocean, which record a period of very low or no 1004 
Europe-Africa plate convergence in the latest Cretaceous-Palaeocene. This, in turn, leads to the 1005 
onset of the break-up of Laurasia in the present-day North Atlantic Ocean with Greenland being 1006 
detached from the Eurasian plate in the Palaeocene. This event terminates the renewal of 1007 
traumatic stresses and leads to the cessation of the Late Cretaceous-Palaeocene phase of 1008 
intraplate deformation in west-central Europe.  1009 
• The geologically sudden rupturing of Laurasia in the proto-North Atlantic can itself be considered 1010 
a rapid plate boundary reconfiguration leading to a “traumatic” change in the stress fields of the 1011 
contiguous plates. It promotes an acceleration of extension in the northern Labrador Sea-Baffin 1012 
Bay leading to seafloor spreading in the latter. 1013 
(2) Eocene-Oligocene: 1014 
• There is a notable shift of locus of basin inversion from central-northern Europe in the Late 1015 
Cretaceous-Palaeocene to the North Atlantic-Arctic realm and to the periphery of the Alpine 1016 
collision after the onset of North Atlantic break-up in the Eocene. In the former, this is 1017 
accompanied by a significant change in the computed GP stress field around Greenland, with 1018 
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large extensional stresses in the Labrador Sea-Baffin Bay corridor decreasing and initially weaker 1019 
extension in the North Atlantic increasing. 1020 
• Greenland acts as an independent plate and rotates, causing extensive basin inversion on its 1021 
northern (Ellesmere Island-Svalbard) and western (Baffin Bay) margins, including the formation of 1022 
the intraplate Eurekan Orogen, which can be considered as a case of profound basin inversion 1023 
(deforming and uplifting sedimentary strata deposited in this area after Palaeozoic orogenesis). 1024 
The concurrent GP stress state is compatible with basin inversion in this realm at this time. This 1025 
state of stress is a direct consequence of trauma in the Laurasian plate that led to North Atlantic 1026 
break-up but is not itself overprinted by concurrent “traumatic stresses” as defined in this work. 1027 
• Northern Atlantic margins display local basin inversion promoted by the emerging North Atlantic 1028 
ridge push, which is part of the evolving GP stress field in this area. 1029 
• Basin inversion still occurs immediately along the periphery of the Alpine-Tethys belt, most 1030 
obviously linked with the nearby collision of the Eurasian plate with the Arabian plate (e.g. 1031 
Crimea-Greater Caucasus intraplate orogen), but is mostly absent in west-central Europe, the 1032 
traumatic stress field being generated at the Adria-Europe plate boundary having been relaxed 1033 
and no longer renewed after the Palaeocene. 1034 
(3) Miocene: 1035 
• Seafloor spreading has ended in the Labrador Sea-Baffin Bay corridor and Greenland is now solidly 1036 
part of the North American plate. All basin inversion processes surrounding the former 1037 
“Greenland plate” have terminated. 1038 
• Basin inversion continues on the Norwegian margin and in the Barents Sea, as well as south of 1039 
Ireland and Great Britain, likely linked to NE Atlantic ridge push and possibly developments 1040 
related to the emerging Eurasia Basin of the Arctic Ocean. 1041 
• Miocene inversion occurs in southeastern Europe in the Black Sea and its margins but has not 1042 
been recorded since, although there is active (transpressional) seismicity along the northern 1043 
margin of the Black Sea. 1044 
6.2 The geodynamics of intraplate deformation: general conclusions 1045 
(1) Intraplate lithosphere stresses are those dominantly being generated by plate scale geopotential 1046 
energy effects rather than collisional plate boundary effects and these can be considered to comprise 1047 
the “background” intraplate stress field. 1048 
(2) Intraplate deformation, such as basin inversion, occurs – it goes without saying – whenever stress 1049 
exceeds strength causing recordable permanent deformation at a suitable locus within the 1050 
33 
 
lithosphere. This can be dependent upon geologically rapid changes at plate boundaries (short 1051 
compared to the lifespan of plate boundary zones themselves) that produce an additional 1052 
“traumatic” component of intraplate stress. 1053 
(3) Intraplate deformation is promoted if/when the “traumatic” stresses constructively interfere with 1054 
those derived from the background geopotential energy gradients and, further, the resulting 1055 
causative, net stress field is favourably orientated with respect to pre-existing structures or other 1056 
heterogeneities embedded within the lithosphere. 1057 
(4) “Traumatic” stresses are mainly an elastic response to the governing plate boundary processes, 1058 
requiring that intraplate continental lithosphere is strong, with rigid-elastic properties, but that its 1059 
elastic strength is finite and can fail to produce permanent plastic deformation in the presence of a 1060 
favourably orientated net stress field. 1061 
(5) That intraplate deformation expressed as sedimentary basin inversion occurs in a stress field 1062 
related to lithosphere potential energy variations modified by tectonic forces produced at plate 1063 
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Figure 1. Basin inversion, based on a seismically imaged inverted half-graben in the East Java Sea 1641 
basin, Indonesia (from Turner and Williams, 2004). An originally normal fault (lower kinematic 1642 
indicator), forming a half-graben during tectonic extension, has later been reactivated as a reverse 1643 
fault (upper kinematic indicator). There is no net offset of strata at the “neutral” point. See text for 1644 
more explanation. 1645 






Figure 2. (a) The North Atlantic-western Alpine-Tethys study realm, showing regions in which the record of 1650 
intraplate deformation is discussed in sub-sections 2.1-2.5 (red boxes, as labelled) and the locations of example 1651 
basin inversion structures of various ages imaged on interpreted seismic reflection profiles in Figure 3-8, as 1652 
labelled. Also seen are geographic elements mentioned in the text: AHI – Axel Heiberg Island; BaS – Barents 1653 
Sea; BkS – Black Sea; BB – Baffin Bay; CP – Crimean Peninsula; CS – Celtic Sea; DS – Davis Strait; EsI – Ellesmere 1654 
Island; GB – Great Britain; GL – Greenland; GS – Greenland Sea; LS – Labrador Sea; MS – Mediterranean Sea; 1655 
NOA – North Atlantic Ocean; NaS – Nares Strait; NoS- North Sea; NwS – Norwegian Sea; Sv – Svalbard. (b) 1656 
Tectonic overview of the study realm (oceanic lithosphere age of formation; continental lithosphere age of 1657 
youngest tectonic overprint, compiled from Chauvet et al., 2019; Gaina et al., 2017; Handy et al., 2020; 1658 
Piepjohn et al., 2015; Roberts and Bally, 2012; Schiffer et al., 2019a,b; Stephenson and Schellart, 2010) and the 1659 
locations of tectonic elements mentioned in the text: ADF – Alpine Deformation Front; BFB – Broad Fourteens 1660 
Basin; DB – Donbas Basin; CO – Carpathian Orogen; EEC – East European Craton; EO – Eurekan Orogen; FSB – 1661 
Faroe-Shetland basin; GCO – Greater Caucasus Orogen; GGF – Great Glen Fault; STZ – Sorgenfrei- Tornquist 1662 
Zone; TTZ – Tornquist-Tesseyre Zone, UFZ – Ungava Fault Zone; VB – Vøring Basin; VDF – Variscan Deformation 1663 





Figure 3. Interpreted seismic line from the Davis Strait, offshore West Greenland, depicting Eocene 1667 
inversion, modified from Peace et al. (2017). EPl – early Pliocene, MYp – middle Ypresian (early 1668 
Eocene), LTh – Late Thanetian (late Palaeocene), LL – Late Lutetian (middle Eocene), TPR – Top Pre-1669 
Rift. Location on Figure 2a. 1670 





Figure 4. East Greenland margin, Greenland Sea, showing post-Palaeogene inversion as well as older 1674 
inversion events, from Hamann et al. (2005). Location on Figure 2a. 1675 





Figure 5. Interpreted seismic line crossing the Helland-Hansen Arch in the Vøring Basin on the 1679 
Norwegian margin showing multiple phases of inversion, modified from Stoker et al. (2014). Location 1680 
on Figure 2a. 1681 





Figure 6. Interpreted seismic line from the Ymir Ridge/Wyville-Thomson Ridge area, NE Rockall Basin 1685 
modified from Johnson et al. (2005). TPL = Top Palaeocene lava, IEU = Intra Eocene Unconformities, 1686 
TPU = Top Palaeogene Unconformity. Location on Figure 2a. 1687 





Figure 7. (a) Interpreted seismic line from the Sorgenfrei-Tornquist Zone, Danish Basin, modified 1691 
from and (b) Interpreted seismic line from the Tornquist-Tesseyre Zone, Polish Basin, both modified 1692 
from Ziegler (1990). Locations on Figure 2a. 1693 





Figure 8. Fragment of an interpreted seismic line from the Crimean Peninsula shelf of the eastern 1697 
Black Sea Basin, showing post-early Miocene inversion (S.M. Stovba, personal communication; cf. 1698 
Stovba et al., 2017a,b). Location on Figure 2a. 1699 





Figure 9a. Generalised pattern of occurrence and orientation of basin inversion structures at 70 Ma 1703 
(“Late Cretaceous-Palaeocene”), based on the literature cited in section 2, plotted on the relevant 1704 
palaeotectonic reconstruction (Fig. 10-A4). The anticline symbols generally imply structures buried in 1705 
the subsurface at the time of formation and the thrust symbols those that displaced the surface at 1706 
the time of formation. The implied direction of shortening during basin inversion in both cases is, as 1707 
usual, perpendicular the trend of the axes and thrusts. The topographic reconstruction is based on 1708 
Scotese’s (2016) PALEOMAP PaleoAtlas for GPlates. 1709 





Figure 9b. Generalised pattern of occurrence and orientation of basin inversion structures at 40 Ma 1713 
(“Eocene-Oligocene”), based on the literature cited in section 2, plotted on the relevant 1714 
palaeotectonic reconstruction (Fig. 10-A3). The anticline symbols generally imply structures buried in 1715 
the subsurface at the time of formation and the thrust symbols those that displaced the surface at 1716 
the time of formation. The implied direction of shortening during basin inversion in both cases is, as 1717 
usual, perpendicular the trend of the axes and thrusts. The topographic reconstruction is based on 1718 
Scotese’s (2016) PALEOMAP PaleoAtlas for GPlates. The dashed lines give an impression of the 1719 
Alpine-Tethys belt active deformation front. 1720 





Figure 9c. Generalised pattern of occurrence and orientation of basin inversion structures at 15 Ma 1724 
(“Miocene”), based on the literature cited in section 2, plotted on the relevant palaeotectonic 1725 
reconstruction (Fig. 10-A2). The anticline symbols generally imply structures buried in the subsurface 1726 
at the time of formation and the thrust symbols those that displaced the surface at the time of 1727 
formation. The implied direction of shortening during basin inversion in both cases is, as usual, 1728 
perpendicular the trend of the axes and thrusts. The topographic reconstruction is based on 1729 
Scotese’s (2016) PALEOMAP PaleoAtlas for GPlates. The dashed lines give an impression of the 1730 
Alpine-Tethys belt fossil deformation front in central Europe. 1731 




Figure 10. Plate reconstructions (row A) and input data (rows B-F) used in the GP palaeostress 1734 
modelling for times 0 Ma, 15 Ma, 40 Ma and 70 Ma (columns 1-4, respectively). See the text for more 1735 
details (section 3.2). The background lines represent the direction of the most compressional 1736 
principal stress of the total GP stress field for each model time, computed at each model element, 1737 
extracted from a spherical, 3D global model. Note that the palaeotopographic maps (row A) are for 1738 
visualisation only and use a slightly different palaeogeographic reconstruction (Scotese, 2016) than 1739 
the input grids for the GP stress modelling (Seton et al., 2012). 1740 





Figure 11a. Generalised pattern of occurrence and orientation of basin inversion structures at 70 Ma 1744 
(“Late Cretaceous-Palaeocene”), based on the literature cited in section 2 (and copied from Fig. 9a), 1745 
superimposed on computed GP palaeostress results for 70 Ma expressed as principal horizontal 1746 
stresses (black lines representing compression and magenta extension) and the magnitude of the 1747 
maximum shear stress (red-blue colour bar), which is the difference between maximum (most 1748 
extensional) and minimum (most compressional) of the principal horizontal stress components. 1749 





Figure 11b. Generalised pattern of occurrence and orientation of basin inversion structures at 40 Ma 1753 
(“Eocene-Oligocene”), based on the literature cited in section 2 (and copied from Fig. 9b), 1754 
superimposed on computed GP palaeostress results for 40 Ma expressed as principal horizontal 1755 
stresses (black lines representing compression and magenta extension) and the magnitude of the 1756 
maximum shear stress (red-blue colour bar), which is the difference between maximum (most 1757 
extensional) and minimum (most compressional) of the principal horizontal stress components. 1758 





Figure 11c. Generalised pattern of occurrence and orientation of basin inversion structures at 15 Ma 1762 
(“Miocene”), based on the literature cited in section 2 (and copied from Fig. 9c), superimposed on 1763 
computed GP palaeostress results for 15 Ma expressed as principal horizontal stresses (black lines 1764 
representing compression and magenta extension) and the magnitude of the maximum shear stress 1765 
(red-blue colour bar), which is the difference between maximum (most extensional) and minimum 1766 
(most compressional) of the principal horizontal stress components. 1767 
